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 Reprint.A make-up artist whose customers include Veronica Webb and Vanessa Williams shares beauty
secrets and tips in this unique illustrated celebration of black allure.
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Decent, a lot better than many other make-up books for African Women The book presented is in dialogue
or question-and-answer format. No significantly, that is it. This book just about sucks. highlights, lip
techniques, and how exactly to remove makeup, for the reason that order. "Pro-tips" are sprinkled thought
the book for those who are more advanced. Fine targets how exactly to create natural looks for ladies of
color, specifically ladies of African descent. Natural appears are Fine's specialty. It is good, but, where the
rest of it?] hat he's developing a new Dvd movie on how to apply make-up and it's available for purchase
through his website or Amazon. The makeovers Good displays are ten pages. The book is 160 webpages in
entirety. The center is one third of the publication. The remainder is approximately the celebrities Fine spent
some time working with and plug-ins for Great "friends. The only thing I'd have wanted will be if the
publication came just a little faster nonetheless it was fine when I did receive it. The reserve purchased was
for beauty suggestions, not to listen to about Fine's friends. This spans to nearly one-hundred pages, which is
ridiculous! Given around three pictures each, it really is nothing, specifically today with YouTube. The
makeovers outcomes were nice, but they are only the results. Unlike various other beauty books, Fine's
publication does not provide a systematic tutorial on how to create any looks and is not through. Not bad,
but might have been better. highlights and eyebrows. That is more than half the book! The book will not
even get yourself a pass with when it was released either.Don't get me wrong it wasn't terrible. Rather, the
majority of this book can be an overview on Mr. Great begins by talking about the tools had a need to
perform makeup looks. If you are searching for application tips, color section, items, and systematic tutorials
appear elsewhere. Fine must update this book, so much had happened since its discharge. Technology has
changed, styles have emerged, and fresh complications have arisen. The publication would sell. Despite all
the flaws, at least Good touched on problems and provided solutions that African females face, no matter
what the decade is. Great Read for Beauties :) This book got down to the basics..just what a woman
requirements just starting out.. I would suggest this book to ladies who are new to make up or wish to re-
FINE their skills. Yes Great book- a classic Not enough information Sam Fine's book doesn't provide
enough here is how to apply makeup or on special makeup techniques. I must say i needed this book for
some up coming projects I had so I wished to do more research with this particular book. Awesome!! Really
like sam fines work Really love sam fines work. Also the end of the book contains even more of Mr.!
Nobody like Sam Good. I experienced like I was reading his resume' or searching through his portfolio!"
Fine close friends discuss how they grew into their respective fields. MUA Rocks! He only mentions the
types of make-up brushes you should have, facts about how he got his start in the make-up business, and a
lot of pretty pictures of women he's worked on. There's been talk on [... Beauty suggestions, the heart the
reserve, are bit more than thirty web pages. Mr.! Pleased to have go through his book. I actually passed it to
a classmate in my own cos class. The only real systematic tutorial recalled was the contour & Mr. Great has
written an excellent book, however, the title is a little bit misleading. Fine Beauty promises beauty
fundamentals and beyond for the African-American Women, yet very little space is devoted to teaching
women how exactly to master the art of make-up software. Normally, this is where there would be a
continuance of the reserve review, but that it. Five Stars I learned so much from this book! I received the
book in a good time frame and it is in great conditions thanks a lot so much! Fine's famous friends in the
"business". When I came on amazon I found the publication I needed and for the purchase price I was ready
to pay. No matter what the decade is, three photos is a bad joke. The first section of the book does give
information on make-up fundamentals including tools, and tips for every region of the face. Only the initial
few web pages give VERY general make-up tips. I once believed that blush was something that women of
color could not pull off sucessfully, but because of Mr. Fine's tips on blush color and application, I have
tried it and it looks great. Due to the cover it prospects consumers to believe that they can be getting tips
about makeup application, products, highlighting and contouring. If you enjoy star-gazing, then this book is
for you. If you are looking for an in-depth manual on how to make yourself appear to be a star, after that



look elsewhere. Ideally his DVD will be an improvement from his book whether it's ever obtainable. Fine's
book can help beginners get off to a good start, and help intermediates refine their abilities, but pro's will
end up being sadly dissapointed. Fine's career achievement, including over fifty percent the book consisiting
of photos with or of his well-known clientelle. Five Stars it is awsome i must say i love it We was duped by
the cover!!.!! Okay, this reserve was type of ridiculous. Also, the tips about highlighting were helpful, but
unfortunately, I was left seeking more. Well they're set for a huge disappointment. I loved this section. All
of those other book is just a showcase of Fine's "work" with an extremely weak explanation of how he
achieved it. It's nearly like he wrote the publication to brag about his function. Fine then briefly discusses
concealer, base, powder, eyebrows, vision shadow, blush lipstick, eyeliner, mascara, false eyelashes, contour
&..!
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